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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a novel wideband modeling technique
for high-performance RF passives and linear(ized) analog cir-
cuits. The new method is based on a recently proposed s-
domain hierarchical modeling and analysis method [27]. The-
oretically, we show that the s-domain hierarchical reduction
is equivalent to implicit moment matching arounds= 0, and
that the existing hierarchical reduction method by one-point
expansion is numerically stable for general tree-structured cir-
cuits. Practically, we propose a hierarchical multi-pointre-
duction scheme for high-fidelity, wideband modeling of gen-
eral passive or active linear circuits. A novel explicit wave-
form matching algorithm is proposed for searching the domi-
nant poles and residues from different expansion points based
on the unique hierarchical reduction framework. Experimental
results with large analog circuits, on-chip spiral inductors are
presented to validate the proposed method.

I. I NTRODUCTION

High-fidelity modeling of radio-frequency (RF) passives
and active analog circuits are critical for top-down constraint-
driven design methodology for mixed-signal system-on-a-chip
(SoC) designs [7].

The compact modeling of passive RLC interconnect net-
works has been an intensive research area in the past decade
due to the increasing signal integrity effects and interconnect-
dominant delays in current SoC designs [13]. The most popu-
lar methods are the projection-based methods [5,17,18], where
modeling is done by explicit moment matching [18] or implicit
moment matching [5,17] via some numerical eigenvalue com-
putation algorithms. Another quite different approach to cir-
cuit complexity reduction is by means of local node elimina-
tion and realization [1, 4, 20, 23, 24]. The major advantage of
these methods over projection-based methods is that the reduc-
tion can be done in a local manner and no overall solutions of
the entire circuit are required and reduced models can be easily
realized using RLCM elements. This idea was first explored by
selective node elimination for RC circuits [4, 23], where time
constant analysis is used to select nodes for elimination.

Most of those existing model order reduction algorithms,
however, mainly reduce passive RLC networks. Compact
modeling methods for general linear active analog circuitswith
controlled sources were less exploited. For general activelin-
ear analog circuits, behavioral modeling by means of symbolic
analysis has been studied in the past. But most of existing
approaches still suffer from the circuit-size limitation prob-
lem as symbolic expressions grow exponentially with circuit
sizes [7]. Hierarchical decomposition is an efficient way to
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cope the circuit-size limitation problem. But both thesequence
of expressionsgenerated by symbolic topologic [26] and net-
work hierarchical analysis methods [8] and the hierarchical
DDD (determinant decision diagrams) graphs by DDD-based
hierarchical decomposition method [29] are difficult to inter-
pret. The resulting symbolic expressions are too complicated
to gain insights into circuit behavior or be incorporated into
the higher level simulators as simulation-friendly mathemati-
cal behavioral models.

Recently, a general s-domain hierarchical model reduction
algorithm was proposed [27, 28]. The new method promises
the compact modeling for both passive and active linear net-
works. But due to truncations of high order terms and nu-
merical noises in the reduction process, obtaining accurate,
high-fidelity models in very high frequency ranges is a diffi-
cult task for general structured linear circuits. In the follow-
ing Section III, we first show theoretically that the s-domain
hierarchical reduction is equivalent to implicit moment match-
ing arounds= 0, and that the existing hierarchical reduction
method by one-point expansion [27, 28] is numerically stable
for general tree-structured circuits. In Section IV, we propose
a new hierarchical multi-point expansion scheme via a novel
explicit waveform matching algorithm for searching the dom-
inant poles and residues from different expansion points. The
resulting algorithm can be used for the high-fidelity, wideband
modeling of any multi-input multi-output passive circuitsup
to RF frequencies and active analog circuits in both frequency
and time domain. Experimental results with large analog cir-
cuits, on-chip spiral inductors, high-speed transmissionlines
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in Sec-
tion V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. REVIEW OF HIERARCHICAL CIRCUIT REDUCTION
ALGORITHM

The hierarchical reduction algorithm is a general high-order
node-elimination based reduction algorithm in s-domain based
on MNA (modified nodal formulation) formulation [27, 28].
It is based on the general Schur decomposition process and
a graph-based de-cancellation algorithm to obtain the reduced
circuit models in terms of rational functions or function ma-
trices. Although bothY−∆ transformation algorithm [20] and
the hierarchical reduction method is essentially based on Gaus-
sian elimination, the hierarchical reduction method is more
general and applicable to any linear circuit due to MNA for-
mulation, whileY−∆ transformation is based nodal analysis
(NA) formulation as it performs the reduction directly on cir-
cuit topologies.

One critical issue during the hierarchical reduction is can-
cellation. Two type of cancellations have been observed [27]:
symbolic term cancellation, where two product terms con-
sisting of the composite admittances cancel out;symbolic
common-factorcancellation, where the numerators and the de-
nominators of the resulting product terms consisting of the
composite admittances will have a symbolic common factor,
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which happen when there are at least two first-order cofactors
exist in a product term.

A general s-domain reduction algorithm was proposed in
[27,28] where de-cancellation is carried out numerically in fre-
quency domain (s-domain).

III. H IERARCHICAL REDUCTION VERSUSMOMENT
MATCHING

In this section, we first discuss how the s-domain hierarchi-
cal reduction is related to the implicit moment matching. Then
we discuss the numerical stability of the hierarchical reduction
process.

A. Moment Matching Connection

Consider a linear system withn state variables in vectorx,
the system is given by

sx = Ax+ b, (1)

whereA is an×n system matrix,b is the input vector to the
circuit. Then we can obtainx = (Is−A)−1b. Let’s consider
single-input single-output system where we have only one in-
putb j at nodej and we are interested in state response at node
i. In this case we have

xi(s) = Hi j (s)b j =
∆i j

det(Is−A)
b j , (2)

where∆i j is the first-order cofactor of matrixM = (Is−A)
with respect to the element at the rowi and columnj in M.
Hi j (s) is the transfer function. So the exact solution of any state
variable or its transfer function ins-domain can be represented
by a rational function ofs.

Hierarchical reduction basically is to reduce then×n ma-
trix M into a very smallerm×m matrix M′ based on block
Gaussian elimination such thatxi can be trivially solved sym-
bolically by using Eq. (2). During this reduction process, all
the rational functions involved are truncated up to a fixed max-
imum order and the final solution will be a rational function
with the same order for its numerator and its denominator.
We then have the following theoretical result for the computed
state variablex′i(s) from the hierarchical reduction process in
s-domain.

Proposition 1 The state variable x′i(s) computed by the s-
domain hierarchical reduction with q as the maximum order
for all the rational functions will match the first q moments of
the exact solution xi(s) expanded by Taylor series at s= 0.

The proof of the proposition is omitted due to limited space.
For a general multi-input and multi-output system, each el-

ement in the reducedm×m admittance matrixM′(s) become
an rational function [28]:

aBB∗
u,v =

det(M[1, ...,m,u|1, ...,m,v])
det(MII )

, (3)

where,M[1, ...,m,u|1, ...,m,v] is the submatrix that consists of
matrix MII , which actually isM[1, ...,m|1, ...,m], plus rowu
and columnv of matrixM. Then we have the following results
without proof.

Corollary 1 Each rational admittance function a′BB∗
u,v (s) in the

reduced m×m matrix, M′(s), by the hierarchical reduction
process will match the first q moments of the exact rational
function aBB∗

u,v (s) expanded by Taylor series at s= 0.

B. Numerical Stability of the Hierarchical Reduction

The hierarchical reduction process is essentially equivalent
to the implicit moment matching ats = 0. As a result, the
frequency response that is far away froms = 0 will become
less accurate due to the truncation of higher order terms. An-
other source of numerical errors comes from the numerical de-
cancellation process where polynomial divisions are required
to remove the common-factor (cancellations) in the newly gen-
erated rational functions, which will in turn introduce errors
from numerical term cancellation (sum of two symbolic terms
equals to zero, but not equals to zero due to numerical errors).
Such numerical noises will cause the higher order terms less
accurate even we try to keep them. In Fig. 1, we show that
the responses from the 3-way, 2-level partitionedµA741 cir-
cuit [29] under different maximum reduction orders for ratio-
nal functions. As we can see that increasing the rational func-
tion order does not increase the accuracy of the response after
the order reaches 8. This is the typical numerical stabilityprob-
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Fig. 1. Responses ofµA741 circuit under different reduction orders.

lem with the moment matching method [18]. However, unlike
explicit moment matching methods, the hierarchical reduction
is numerical stable for tree-structured circuits. We then show
the following results:

Proposition 2 For tree-structured circuits, the hierarchical
reduction process can be performed such that there is no
common-factor cancellation in the generated rational func-
tions.

The proof of the proposition is omitted due to limited space.
The significance of Proposition 2 is that the hierarchical re-

duction process becomes numerical stable for almost arbitrary
order. The only cancellation left is the term cancellation,where
the sum of two symbolic terms is zero, which will not intro-
duce any noticeable numerical error in the reduction process.
Fig. 2 shows the voltage gain responses (real part) of a RC tree
with about 100 nodes (also 100 capacitors) under different re-
duction orders. As can be seen, the reduced voltage gain will
match the exact one well when order reaches about 60.

The fact that no common-factor de-cancellation (polynomial
divisions) are required was also exploited in the direct trunca-
tion of transfer functions method (DTT) [10] where only poly-
nomial additions are required to compute the truncated transfer
functions for tree-structured RLC circuits only. The DTT re-
duction process becomes a linear process, which is also truefor
the hierarchical reduction process as no new fill-ins are gener-
ated. But for general structured circuits, polynomial divisions
are required in node elimination based reduction methods due
to common-factor cancellations. But polynomial divisionsdue
to truncations will not be numerically stable for very high fre-
quency ranges far away from DC as shown before.

To mitigate this problem, we propose to use multi-point ex-
pansions to obtain accurate rational functions or reduced ad-
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Fig. 2. Responses of a RC tree circuit under different reduction orders.

mittance matrices for modeling general multi-input and multi-
output linear system as shown in the next section.

IV. M ULTI -POINT EXPANSION HIERARCHICAL
REDUCTION

The multi-point expansion scheme by real or complex fre-
quency shifts have been exploited before in projection based
reduction approaches to improve the modeling accuracy [3,9].
The basic idea for such a strategy is that dominant poles that
are close to the expansion points can be more accurately cap-
tured than the poles that are far away from the expansion
points in the moment matching based approximation frame-
work. Therefore instead of expanding at one point, we can
expand at multiple points to accurately capture all the domi-
nant points in the given frequency range along real or complex
axis.

In this paper, we extend this concept to the hierarchical re-
duction algorithm. Specifically, at each expansion point, the
driving point function or each rational admittance function in a
reduced admittance matrix can be written into the partial frac-
tion form

f (s) =
n

∑
i

ki/(s− pi). (4)

By intelligently selecting the poles and their correspond
residues from different expansions and combine them into one
rational function, we can obtain more accurate rational func-
tion for very high frequency ranges. In this paper, we propose
an explicit waveform matching scheme based on hierarchical
reduction framework to find the dominant poles and residues
for both SISO (single-input single output) and MIMO sys-
tems (multi-input multi-output) systems, which is shown ex-
perimentally to be superior to the existing pole searching algo-
rithm.

A. Multi-Point Expansion In Hierarchical Reduction

To expand the circuit at arbitrary location in the complexs-
plane, saysk = αk + ωk j, we can simply substitutes in Eq.(2)
by s+sk. Then Eq.(2) will become

xi(s) = Hi j (s)b j =
∆i j (s+sk)

det(I(s+sk)−A)
b j . (5)

As shown in [3], poles that dominate the transient response in
interconnect circuits are near the imaginary axis with larger
residues. But for many active linear analog circuits like
Opamps and filter circuits, poles are placed explicitly by de-
signers and they are typically real poles. Hence we should

expand along real axis for active analog circuits while expand
along imaginary axis for RF passive circuits. Since only ca-
pacitors and inductors are associated with complex frequency
variables, expansion at realα or complexωi j point essentially
is equivalent to analyzing a new circuit where each capacitor C
has a new resistor (with real valueαiC or complex valueωiC j
connected in parallel with it and each inductorL has a new re-
sistor (with real valueαiL or complex valueωiL j) connected
in series with it [19].

In this paper, we show that the multi-point expansion can be
done very efficiently in the hierarchical reduction framework.
The rational functions are constructed in a bottom up fashion
in a Y-parameter determinant decision diagrams (YDDDs) in
the hierarchical reduction algorithm [27]. When a capacitor C
or an inductorL (its YDDD node) is visited, we build a simple
polynomial 0+Cs or 0+ Ls to multiply or add it with exist-
ing polynomials seen at that DDD node. In the presence of
a non-zero expansion point,αi or ωi j, we can simply build
new polynomialαiC+Cs or ωiC j +Cs for the capacitor and
αiL + Ls or ωiL j + Ls for the inductor respectively. So we do
not need to rebuild the circuit matrix and YDDD graphs used
for s= 0 reduction. Instead we only need to rebuild the ratio-
nal functions by visiting every YDDD node once, which has
the time complexity linear in terms of YDDD sizes, a typical
time complexity for DDD graph based methods [25].

B. Explicit Waveform Matching Algorithm
One critical issue in multi-point expansion is to determine

which poles are accurate and should be included in the final
rational function at each expansion point. In the complex fre-
quency hoping method [3], a binary search strategy was used
where poles (common poles) seen by both expansion points
and those poles with distance to the expansion points shorter
than the common poles are selected. Such acommon-pole
matchingalgorithm, however, is very sensitive to the numer-
ical distance criteria for detecting the same poles. For accurate
detecting of common poles, small distance is desirable, butit
will lead to more expansion points; and even worse is that the
same pole may be treated as different poles seen by different
expansion points. Also this method may fail to detect some
dominant poles as the circle for search accurate poles may be
too small as shown in the experimental results.

In this paper, we propose a new reliable pole search al-
gorithm, which is based on the explicit frequency waveform
matching. The new algorithm is based on the observation that
complex polepi and its residueki in the partial fraction form,
ki/(s−pi), have the largest impacts at frequencyfi when imag-
inary part of the pole equal to the 2π fi . Fig. 3 shows a typical
response ofki/(s− pi), whereki = 2.78×1012+2.34×1010 j
and pi = −4.93×108+ 2.58×1010j. The peaks of both real
(absolute value) and magnitude are around 4.11×109, which
is equal to 2.58×1010/(2π). The reason for this is that both
real and imaginary parts ofki/(s− pi) reach a peak when their
a common denominator(pr)2 + (ω− pi)2 reach a minimum
whenω− pi = 0, wheres= ω j and pi = pr + pi j. Complex
pole with negative imaginary part typically will not have sig-
nificant impacts on the upper half complex plane.

The idea offrequency waveform matchingis to explicitly
match the approximate frequency waveforms with that of ex-
act ones. Specifically, at an expansion point,fi , we perform
the hierarchical reduction and then determine an accurate max-
imum frequency range[ fi , fi+1] such that the errors between
responses (magnitude, real or imaginary parts) of the reduced
rational functions and that of the exact ones are bounded by
a pre-specified error bound. Thenfi+1 will be the next ex-
pansion points. All the poles whose imaginary part fall within
the range[2π fi ,2π fi+1] will be selected because their contribu-
tions in this frequency range are the largest. The new algorithm
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Fig. 3. Responses of a typicalki/(s− pi).

does not have the duplicate poles issues as the accurate poles
can only be located at one place. The accuracy of the found
poles is assured by the explicit waveform matching. Experi-
mental results show that it tends to use less number of expan-
sion points than common-pole matching method with less CPU
time.

The new waveform matching algorithm works well for ex-
pansion along the imaginary axis. For real axis expansion,
as not frequency waveforms can be matched, we still use
common-pole matching algorithm.

C. Multi-Point Expansion for MIMO System Reduction

For a multi-input multi-output system, by using the modified
nodal analysis, the reduced circuit matrixM′(s) = [yi j (s)]m×m
will become am×madmittance matrix. Each admittanceyi j is
a complex rational function with real or complex coefficients
(if expansion point are on imaginary axis). In this case, we
explicitly watch the error of each admittance against the ex-
act response. The exact value of each admittance can also be
computed by visiting the DDD graphs representing the admit-
tances. Since there are many sharing among those admittances,
the cost of evaluating all the admittances are similar to evaluat-
ing one admittance since every DDD node needs to be visited
just once for each frequency point [29].

D. Passivity and Realization

For RF passive components and transmission lines, passivity
is required for the reduced model. Actually, since we obtain
the actual poles and residues of original circuits, the resulting
rational functions or rational function matrices will almost be
stable and passive, and can be in fact be made passive by the
convex programming based approach [2].

Also for the one-port modeling using rational functions, ex-
act circuit realization can be done by using Foster’s canonical
form [30]. Foster’s canonical form can map each pole/residue
or complex pole pair/residue pair into one unique RLC tem-
plate circuit without introducing any error for one-port case.
Such a mapping, however, may introduce some negative RLC
elements. But as long as the rational functions are passive or
made passive, the realized circuits will be passive as the trans-
formation between the circuit and mathematic models are re-
versible. We notice that negative elements are also used in PVL
based reduction method [6].

For transfer function realization, at least 2×2 (two-port) ad-
mittance matrix has to be realized. Given a 2× 2 admittance
matrix

Y2×2 =
[

y11 y12
y21 y22

]

, (6)

it can be realized exactly by using theπ-model template shown
in Fig. 4, where each branch admittance will be realized by

the one-port Foster’s method. Such a realization can also be
extended to multi-port case.

y2=−y12

y1=y11+y12 y3=y22+y12

Fig. 4. A general two-port realizationπ model.

One advantage of such realization is that the transform from
the admittance matrix to circuit is error-free (compared tothe
mathematical models). This method will use more elements
than a restricted multiple-port implementation method using
Foster’s canonical form [14], which however can’t realize all
the circuits it requires each individual complex pole/residue
pair,ki/(s− pi)+k∗i /(s− p∗i ), is positive real (can be realized
by RLC elements with positive values), which is generally not
the case.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithm has been implemented in C++ and
all the data are collected on a Linux workstation with dual
1.6GHz AMD Althon CPUs and 2G memory.

A. Modeling forµA741circuit

The first example is the 3-way partitioned 2-levelµA741 cir-
cuit, where we show that one-point expansion is not accurate
enough in Section B. For this Opamp circuit, the dominant
poles are the real poles on the real axis as they are placed by
the designers intentionally. To accurately obtain the dominant
poles in the frequency range up to 20MHz, we expand the cir-
cuit along the real axis in the given frequency range using the
common-pole search algorithm. The three dominant real poles
are found:−7366.9,−1.05×107,−1.31×107. The response
of the computed transfer function and the exact one are shown
in Fig. 5. The obtained transfer functions are very accurate
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Fig. 5. Voltage Gain Responses ofµA741 Opamp.

compared with the exact up to 20MHz.

B. On-Chip Spiral Inductor

The second example is a 3-turn spiral inductor with 13 sec-
tions and substrate. A PEEC (partial element equivalent cir-
cuit) [22] model is first built for the spiral inductor. We assume
the copper (ρ = 1.7× 10−8Ω ·m) for metal and the low-k di-
electric (ε = 2.0). The substrate modeled as a lossy ground
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plane (heavily doped) withρ = 1.0× 10−5Ω ·m. The con-
ductor is volume-discretized according to the skin-depth,and
longitudinal segmented by one 10th of wave-length. The sub-
strate is also discretized as in [15]. The capacitance is ex-
tracted by FastCap [16] and only adjacent capacitive coupling
is considered since capacitive coupling is short-range. The
partial inductance is extracted by FastHenry at 50GHz [11].
The inductive coupling between any pair of segments (includ-
ing segments in the same line) is considered. We then gen-
erate the distributed PEEC model byπ-type of RLC-topology
to connect each segment, and it results a SPICE netlist with
232 passive RLCM elements. The substrate parasitic contri-
bution (Eddy current loss) is lumped into the above conductor
segment. Note that for more accurate extraction at ultra-high
frequency, it needs full-wave PEEC model description [12].
For mutual inductance, a vector potential equivalent model
(VPEC) is used [31], which is more hierarchical reduction
friendly as not coupling inductor branch currents are involved
and circuit partitions can be done easily.

B.1 Comparison with Common-Pole Matching Method
in Frequency Domain

For the spiral inductor, driving point impedance is obtained by
the multi-point hierarchical reduction process. We use both the
common-pole matching algorithm in the complex frequency
hopping method and the new waveform matching algorithm to
search for the dominant poles along the imaginary axis.

For a fair comparison, we make sure the resulting rational
functions will have the similar accuracy. For common-pole
matching algorithm, if two poles are located within 1% of their
magnitudes, they are regarded as the same pole. For wave-
form matching algorithm, the error bound between the approx-
imate one and the exact is set to 0.1%. As a result, common-
pole approach takes 26 expansion with 37.1 seconds, wave-
form marching method use 15 expansion with 22.57 seconds.
The responses obtained using both method versus the exact re-
sponse up to 100Ghz are shown in the Fig. 6. The responses
from both methods match the exact ones very well all the way
to 100Ghz. Our experience show that CPU time of common-
pole method is highly depends on the common-pole detection
criteria. For instance if we set the criteria for common-pole
detection to 0.5%, then 65 expansions are carried out. Also
as more expansions are carried out, the number of actual com-
mon poles seen by two consecutive expansions become larger,
but they may be treated as different poles due to small distance
criteria, which in turn leads to significant distortions of the fre-
quency responses.
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Fig. 6. Frequency Response of the 13-turn spiral inductor and its reduced
model by using waveform matching and common-pole method.

B.2 Time-domain Simulation of a LC Oscillator

We further demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of the
inductor macro-model in time-domain harmonic simulation.
Note that the synthesized one-port macro-model can be used
to efficiently predict the critical performance parametersof spi-
ral inductor, such as theωT , Q factor, and even the resonance
starting-condition for a oscillator. [21].

We use the Colpitts LC oscillator as an example as shown in
Fig. 8 (b) where the active circuit behaves likenegative resis-
tanceto make the oscillator work as shwon in Fig. 8 (a).

In the experiment, the synthesized one-port model is from a
25-order rational function with 24 poles and results in a macro-
model with 40 RLC elements. As shown in Fig. 7, the wave-
form at steady state of synthesized model and original model
match very well but we observe the 10X times (5.17s vs. 0.52s)
runtime speedup by using the reduced model.
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Fig. 7. Time-domain comparison between original and synthesized models
for a Colpitts LC oscillator with a 13-segment spiral inductor.

B.3 Modeling of High-Speed 2-bit coupled transmission
Line circuits

The last example is 2-bit coupled transmission lines with 10
uniform segments which are extracted using the same method
as the spiral inductor without considering the substrate loss and
are modeled by PEEC lumped RLCM elements with about 480
RLCM elements.

We first realize the driving point impedance of one transmis-
sion line. The impedance rational functions are still obtained
by both waveform matching and common-pole matching al-
gorithms. The frequency response up to 30Ghz are shown
in Fig. 9. We notice that response given by common-pole
method has significant discrepancy compared with the exact
one between 1GHz to 10GHz. Detailed analysis shows that the
common-pole algorithm fails to find a pole at 5.7Ghz, which
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Fig. 8. Colpitts LC oscillator with spiral inductors.
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is −0.24E11+ 0.36E11i, which has peak response at 5.7Ghz
(0.36E11/(2π)= 5.7E9). The reason is that this poles fall out
of circle of the two expansion points which see a common-pole
that are more close to the two expansion points.

To realize the transfer functions from one end of the trans-
mission line to another end, a simple two-port realization
method shown in Section D is used. The 2× 2 reduced ad-
mittance matrix is obtained by using hierarchical reduction via
explicit waveform matching up to 10Ghz. There are 21 ex-
pansion points with about 12 poles for each admittance ratio-
nal function. The total RLC elements is 75, which represents
84.4% reduction ratio. Fig. 10 shows the step responses of the
synthesized circuit and the original circuit.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new hierarchical multi-point reduc-
tion algorithm for wideband modeling of high-performance
RF passives and linear(ized) analog circuits. In the theoreti-
cal side, we showed that the s-domain hierarchical reduction is
equivalent to the implicit moment matching arounds= 0. We
also analyzed the numerical stability of the existing hierarchi-
cal reduction algorithm and showed that the hierarchical one-
point reduction is numerically stable for general tree-structured
circuits. In the practical side, we have proposed a hierarchi-
cal multi-point reduction scheme for high-fidelity, wideband
modeling of general passive and active linear circuits. A novel
explicit waveform matching algorithm is proposed for search-
ing the dominant poles and residues from different expansion
points, which is shown to be more efficient than the existing
pole search algorithm. Experimental results with large ana-
log circuits, on-chip spiral inductors and high speed transmis-

sion lines have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
method.
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